Work Completed and Underway

- Completed all utilities in Frank B. Murray and the Liberty Street Connector
- Completed asphalt binder course Frank B. Murray and the Liberty Street Connector
- Completed Masonry work on South, east and north sides of Terminal Building
- Completed all utilities under the bus way
- Completed all masonry work on parapets

11/15 - An old war-horse is glowing and coming back to life.

11/15 - The new dense grade base course is being installed at the intersection of Frank B. Murray and the new Liberty Connector

11/15 - New communications lines are being installed for the upcoming parking garage under the busway.

11/15 - Brand new insulation is being sprayed on the irregular walls to increase energy efficiency which will reduce heating and cooling operating costs.

Upcoming Work

- Begin erecting parking garage
- Installation of new Terminal Building roof
- Continue insulation inside Terminal Building
- Begin masonry enclosing of west wall